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                                                                            Excellent work, you succeeded in driving them from were you knew thier location to someplace else, Would be pointless to legalize sex work with taxes and rules, Its much better to just keep busting sex workers and johns, Overfilling our judicial system and jails.  A young womans chices might be, Make 400 in an hour or work 40 hours for that same 400 at minimum wage.
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                                                                            Hi, there. I'm from Brazil and it seems that the video number two was shot in the facilities of a Brazilian hospital. My former cleaner told me once that her cousin took a selfie inside the hospital lift and the very same figure of a deeply pale, scary and dark haired woman wearing black with the hair covering her face has appeared in one of the shots. Unfortunately, I couldn't see it myself as the priest of their church told him to get rid of it.  I do believe that this figure is the physical manifestation of low vibrations of suffering, pain, desperation, death, mourning etc. according to my studies. Nice channel, by the way.
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                                                                            Simply beautiful work as always Janet , Michelle can't fail to adore what youy have made for her in the swap you are sharing .  Beautiful laces ... wonderful detail .... a beautiful  fabric pocket book. Thank you as always for sharing your work. xx
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                                                                            Right before Matt COMPLETELY blew up on the internet, I got to go to two of his shows and meet him and he was the nicest human being. I love that this podcast showed how genuine, kind, and honest of a person he is. He deserves ALL of the success he's getting.
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